I. INTRODUCTION UCRL-10279
In the early_ days, low-energy K, 1T beams were separated successfully through the so-called degrader method that worked by virtue. of the velocity dependence of the ionization loss of charged particles in matter. The method is subject to difficulties connected with multiple Coulomb scattering and nuclear degradation in the energy-loss target, and extrapolates poorly to high energy because of rapid loss o! sensitivity to particle velocity. Only the method is amiss, however, not necessarily the principle. It seems clear, for example, that the difficulties of the degrader method. would be. avoided if rf linear acceleration were used to produce the longitudinal momentum modulation. But the question arises whether such a method would have any merit relative . .to electrostatic methods, and rf methods involving transverse momentum modulation.
It is the purpose here to point out why the author thinks the answer is affirmative, and to consider briefly a more or less specific linearly separated beam design which is emerging at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, in connection with plans for a 4-GeV/c K-beam • Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
,-2- The length overall and the phase velocity of the accelerating field, as in any other rf separating system, would be chosen to give a net aero-acceleration at the velocity of one mass component of the beam, and a maximum acceleration at the velocity of another (or a reasonable approximation to this extreme condition). Nominally complete separation of the mass components would require that the unwanted particles be unmodulated and removed on a stopper at the point of final momentum resolution, while the wanted particles having a spatial deflection periodic at the rf frequency at that point would be collected around or at one side of the stopper with an inefficiency.
/
Since a momentum-resolving deflection effects the actual-separation of the masses, while in the accelerator itself no transverse deflection takes place, a compatible situation arises in which the beam-transport optical system is required alternately to compress and expand the beam spatially for passage through the accelerator. and bending magnets~ respectively. The acceptability of a spatially compressed (and angularly expanded) beam within the rf device is a point in favor of the linear method as compared with methods involving transverse deflection where the requirement is exactly the opposite, and must usually be compromised because of the limiting spatial aperture of the deflecting device.
III. PRELIMINARY REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM TO A SPECIAL CASE
In order to eliminate needless generality, the subsequent discussion will be partly specialized to the case of a 4 -Ge V/ c K, ' forK me sons. Let it be further assumed that a circular disc -loaded accelerating wave guide is used and that, in accordance with Stanford University experience, the accelerator can be operated at a power level of about 0.5 Mw /ft with a corre spending acceleration of about 2 MeV /ft. For K,TI velocities at 4 GeV/c, the flight path corresponding to a phase slip of one complete cycle at 3 kMc is 46 feet. With no good reason to economize on. accelerator length without appreciable reduction in overall length, which will be considerably more than 46 feet, the optimum accelerator will be assumed to approximately fill the entire 46-ft length. One would expect then, with the phase velocity set equal to the K velocity, to get about 2o/opeak K momentum modulation and zero net 'TT momentum modulation. The actual accelerator might consist of four approx 10-ft-long independent sections, each powered with a single klystron. close-spaced 4 -in,; bore quadrupole magnets. One may discuss the optics of such a channel in terms of approximate orbits that are sinusoidal in the symmetry planes with a wavelength given by
where p is momentum, Lis the effective length of a quadrupole element, and dB/dp is the transverse magnetic field gradient in a symmetry plane. In order to image one end of the separator on the other, one needs n(A./2)= 46ft, corresponding to an optical matrix coupling the ends of the separator that is equal to 1 or -1 for n even or odd respectively. For dB/dp = 5Xl0 3 kG/in., and with p = 4 GeV/c, this condition can be fulfilled for n = 2 if L = 24 in. We will assume that n = 2 can be realized practically. VI. BACKGROUND RE . .JECTION Another point in favor of the linec;r method over methods involving transverse deflection in single .. stage systems is that with a single accele.rator the beam channel may be made opaque for both pions and muons from beam pion decays. In order to achieve this condition, momentum must be resolved twice ahead of the accelerator and twice after it. The momentum distributions of the rational flux and the background are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 for each significant point along the beam which is diagrammed in Fig. 2 .
After the first resolution, a substantial background with a broad momentum distribution will exist because of target halo (or its equivalent). In so~e c~ses it is possible that the muon background remaining after the third momentum resolution is tolerable, and in that event the fourth momentum resolution could be omitted, and at the same time the K 's could be collected on both sides of the stopper with better efficiency. There is no apparent reason why, with all four momentum resolutions, the ultimate background should not approach ambient level.
VII. PRE-AND POST-ACCELERATOR BEAM TRANSPORT
Usually the preaccelerator beam-transport system would be called upon to present as large a solid angle as possible at the target. Once deter1nined, this solid angle in turn fixes the target size and magnification necessary to match the accelerator acceptance. Alternatively, .there might be a minimum .. ' --· practical target size that would limit the solid angle to less than the maximum possible value.
In each momentum-resolving module of the beam-transport system the initial and final foci should be coupled with. a unit optical matrix times the module magnification. In the continuous approximation this condition is automatically fulfilled. With discrete optical elements the equivalent of field lenses at the foci would be required, in. addition to focusing lenses near the bending " magnets. The overall magnification should probably be distributed .more or ... ~· less equally between the two momentum-resolving modules.
For the configuration that would result if a:n exposed target were used, the postaccelerator beam-transport system could very well be a mirror image of the preaccelerator system. In order to avoid irrelevancies, such a symmetrical system will be assumed and the semicontinuous approximation is used in the following estimate of overall beam dimensions.
dB/dp inches.
For typical 8-inch-bore, 32-inch-long quadrupole magnets with 
